Bi-Level Optimization as a Tool for Implementation of Intelligent Transportation Systems
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Abstract: The Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is used as a term for integrating requirements and functionalities towards transportation systems, which in urban environment raises complex exploitation and control problems. Important part of the ITS is the control which has to be applied for traffic flows. The control processes are strongly linked with requirements and targets for optimization of the transportation behavior. The paper applies new optimization formal description of control by bi-level optimization. Except the trivial traffic lights control, the bi-level formalization allows additional traffic characteristics to be defined like maximal/minimal values. The paper defines, solves and provides numerical simulations for minimization of the vehicle queues in front of the traffic lights. Such bi-level optimization problem is applied simultaneously for maximization the traffic flows on arterial and important directions of the urban transportation network. The formal description of the bi-level problem is provided. The results of the bi-level control have been compared with the cases of single optimization of the vehicles queues. The simulation results prove that the bi-level problem gives benefits satisfying an additional goal, which improves additional characteristic of the transport behavior. The bi-level optimization formalism can be used as a tool for implementation of integration of ITS control policies.
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1. The paradigm of intelligent transportation systems

The Information Technologies (IT) have impact on the domain of transportation systems. Different components of the transportation systems become intelligent by inclusion of microcontrollers and software components implementing new additional functionalities to vehicles, message signs, traffic lights. The main goal of the Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is to reduce the congestions on roads, to
assure softy and efficiency of the transportation services, to provide information services to the travelers [1].

ITS are regarded as a new technology field which integrates activities and services such as transport management, control of transportation systems, control methods, infrastructural design [17]. ITS comprise services for highway control, implementation of navigation systems, integration and freight control in air, water and rail transport. Following [17], four generations of ITS are estimated: ITS 1.0 before 2000 – One-way infrastructure based; ITS2.0, 2000-2003 – Two-ways communication technology; ITS3.0, 2004-2005 – Automated vehicle operations and system management; ITS4.0, 2006-2011 – Multi-modal transport, information networks for system operations.

Now, the connected vehicle control is assumed as important task which is worked out by methodologies applied in ITS [10]. The domains where ITS have wide penetrations are [17]:

- Arterial and freeway management systems;
- Freight management systems;
- Transit management systems;
- Incident management systems;
- Emerge management systems;
- Regional multimodal and traveler information systems.

This paper is focused on problems related with freeway management systems. The traffic jams are disaster problem encountered in urban regions. Both infrastructural changes and intelligent control are tools to beat the congestion events. The traffic signal control is in primary use for managing the traffic flows in urban area.

The traffic signal control can address many objectives: improvement of traffic flows, safety, coordinate control of traffic signals, adjusting the durations of signal phases, provision of adaptive signal control. The optimization of the traffic signal duration is the general control approach for reduction of congestions. The aim of the traffic signal control is to keep the transportation network on its nominal capacity level. This capacity can be decreased by the congestion for the case of lack of traffic control. For the urban areas the basic goal applied for the traffic management is the minimization of lost time arising in front of the junctions during the red and/or amber lights. The lost time is proportional to the queue lengths arising in the transport network. Thus, the traffic lost time and/or vehicle queues are formalized as optimization criteria in the optimization control problems.

2. Traffic control system and its optimal operation

The paper addresses the case of traffic control system in urban network. The control influences which are under optimization calculations concern the green lights on the junctions, the duration of the traffic light cycle $c$ and the offset between the green lights of neighbor junctions. Because the transportation network operates in dynamically changes of the traffic behavior, adaptation of the control influences is needed. An advanced concept for the management of such complex transportation
system is raised by the paradigm of “autonomic systems” [10, 13, 20]. The term “autonomic” is a biological metaphor adopted by IBM to describe the desired properties of the complex information systems. The implementation of autonomic operations in transportation systems will provide self-management of the transportation control system, according to the changing solutions in urban networks. An application to the autonomic managements is the self-optimization capability of the control system. The self-optimization implies implementation of set of goals for the control process tackling sets of constraints and requirements.

An approach for the application of autonomic principles of control is the usage of new formal description of the control problems, described as bi-level optimization [18, 20].

3. Bi-level models in transportation control

The bi-level optimization approach currently is regarded as new formal tool to define and solve practical optimization problems. The bi-level optimization problems can be seen in [6, 21]. Applications of bi-level formalism for real problem are given in [3]. Some practical problems from the transportation domain by bi-level approach are given below.

In [4, 7, 16] parameters of the traffic flows and traffic planning are optimized in bi-level form. In [2, 5, 8, 14, 15] toll pricing model is evaluated to increase the income from toll taxes but respecting the driver preferences for cheap transport. In [11, 12] routing algorithms for hazardous materials are defined by bi-level optimization. Optimal store and routing problem is defined in [9]. These applications belong to problems related with off-line activities: planning, off-line decision making, parameter estimation, pricing off-line routing decisions. Currently, attempts are done for on-line application of bi-level optimization in the control process. In [18] the queue lengths in urban network are minimized and maximal outflow from the network is achieved. In [20] maximization of the arterial traffic flow is targeted and optimized. In [19] the duration of the traffic lights is evaluated by minimization of the queues and going preference for particular outgoing traffic. This paper makes an illustration for the case that the upper level control problem of bi-level optimization can be defined in different manner. For the current case minimization of the waiting time for priority direction is considered simultaneously with the global minimization of the queue lengths of a crossroad section. The calculations can be performed on-line, achieving intelligent transportation behavior – self-optimization property of the control system.

4. Case study

The crossroad section under consideration is an important spot in Sofia. The notations, used in the formal relations, follow these of Fig. 1. The notations \( z_{i0}, i=1,\ldots,8 \), are the values of the waiting vehicles/queues in front of the different directions of the junction. The values \( u_1, u_2, u_3, u_4 \) are the durations of the green lights.
of the four phases of the traffic lights. The couple \((z_i, u_j), i=1,\ldots,8, j=1,\ldots,4\), means that the queue \(z_i\) has the right of driving during the green phase \(u_j\).

Following the infrastructure of the junction in Fig. 1, the store and forward modeling gives a set of relations –

\[
\begin{align*}
    z_1 &= z_{10} + z_{1\text{in}} - u_1 s, \\
    z_2 &= z_{20} + z_{2\text{in}} - u_2 s, \\
    z_3 &= z_{30} + z_{3\text{in}} - (u_2 + u_3 + u_4)s, \\
    z_4 &= z_{40} + z_{4\text{in}} - u_3 s, \\
    z_5 &= z_{50} + z_{5\text{in}} - u_1 s, \\
    z_6 &= z_{60} + z_{6\text{in}} - u_4 s, \\
    z_7 &= z_{70} + z_{7\text{in}} - (u_3 + u_4)s, \\
    z_8 &= z_{80} + z_{8\text{in}} - (u_1 + u_2)s,
\end{align*}
\]

where

- \(z_i, i=1,\ldots,8\), mean the current length of vehicles for direction \(z_i\) (vehicles);
- \(z_{i0}, i=1,\ldots,8\), are waiting vehicles (vehicles);
- \(z_{i\text{in}}, i=1,\ldots,8\), are new coming vehicles for direction \(i\) (vehicles);
- \(u_j, j=1, 4\), are duration of the green phase of the traffic lights with four phases (s);
- \(s\) is capacity for the saturation flow in right direction (vehicles per 1 s);
- \(s\) is capacity for the saturation flow in turning direction (vehicles per 1 s).

The optimization problem, defined for the bi-level optimization has the form

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{8} z_{i0}^2,
\]

subject to (1) plus the following relations:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{4} u_i = c, \quad u_i \leq u_{i1} \leq u_{i2}, \quad i = 1,\ldots,4,
\]

where \(c\) is the duration of the traffic cycle, \(u_{i1}\) (low) and \(u_{i2}\) (high) are practical requirements for minimal and maximal durations of the green light for phase \(i\).

By substitution of (1) in the goal function (2) the optimization problem becomes analytically defined quadratic programming one with arguments \(u_i, i=1,\ldots,4\),
\[\begin{align*}
\text{(3)} & \quad \min_{u_i, i=1,\ldots,4} \left\{ u^TQu + R^T u \right\}, \\
& \quad \sum_{i=1}^4 u_i = c, \\
& \quad u_{l,1} \leq u_i \leq u_{h,1}, i = 1, \ldots, 4,
\end{align*}\]

where

\[\begin{align*}
Q &= \begin{pmatrix}
2s^2 + s_2^2 & s_2^2 & 0 & 0 \\
s_2^2 & 3s_2^2 & s_2^2 & s_2^2 \\
0 & s_2^2 & 3s_2^2 & 2s_2^2 \\
0 & s_2^2 & 2s_2^2 & 2s_2^2 + s^2
\end{pmatrix}, \\
R &= \begin{pmatrix}
-2z_{10}s - 2z_{50}s - 2z_{80}s \\
-2z_{20}s - 2z_{30}s - 2z_{80}s \\
-2z_{30}s - 2z_{40}s - 2z_{70}s \\
-2z_{30}s - 2z_{60}s - 2z_{70}s
\end{pmatrix}.
\]

The upper level optimization problem is defined to give priority for flows \(z_2\) and \(z_4\). The priority is defined by decreasing the waiting time for these queues. For the flow \(z_2\), following Fig. 1, the waiting time is (in s)
\[\text{(4a)} \quad w_2(c, u_2(c)) = c - u_2.\]

The same case is for \(z_4\):
\[\text{(4b)} \quad w_4(c, u_3(c)) = c - u_3.\]

The upper level optimization problem is defined for minimization of \(w_2(c), w_4(c)\) by changing the duration of the cycle \(c\). The formal description of this upper level optimization goal is defined in a quadratic form
\[\min_c[w_2^2(c) + w_4^2(c)],\]

where the bounds \(c_{\min}\) and \(c_{\max}\) are defined by practical considerations. The bi-level optimization problem graphically is presented on Fig. 2.

5. Numerical simulation results

The bi-level optimization problem from Fig. 2 was solved applying a MATLAB function “solvebilevel”. The initial used values are
\[ z^T_0 = [70 \ 60 \ 70 \ 60 \ 70 \ 60 \ 60], \]
\[ z^T_{in} = [0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1 \ 0.1]. \]

The control values for \( u_j^*, j = 1, \ldots, 4 \), and \( c \) were evaluated in a sequence:

**Step 1.** Given initial values \( z_{0i}, i = 1, \ldots, 8 \).

**Step 2.** Solution of bi-level problem, Fig. 2. The optimal solutions of \( u_j^* \), \( j = 1, \ldots, 4 \), \( c^* \) are found.

**Step 3.** Actualization of the queue lengths \( z_{10i}^*, i = 1, \ldots, 8 \), following Step 1.

**Step 4.** Evaluation of the total waiting vehicles and the total waiting time (in s)
\[ x_{total}^{(bi-level)} = \sum_{i=1}^{8} z_{10i}^*. \]
\[ w_{wait}^{(bi-level)} = w_2 + w_3. \]

**Step 5.** Return to Step 1 with the new waiting queues \( z_{10i}^*, i = 1, \ldots, 8 \).

The calculations are provided for several traffic cycles.

These results have been compared with a single optimization policy which applies minimization of the total waiting vehicles \( x_{total}^{(single)} \). The corresponding waiting time \( w_{wait}^{(single)} \) is also calculated. The evaluation for the single optimization is performed by the same bi-level algorithm. On Step 2 the solution of problem (2) is performed by single optimization instead of the bi-level problem on Fig. 2.

Two comparisons have been performed. The single optimization has been applied twice with two different values of the cycle: \( c = 40 \) s and \( c = 120 \) s. These values correspond to the upper and lower values of the constraint in the bi-level optimization problem.

The numerical results are given in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bi-level optimization</th>
<th>Single optimization, ( c=40 ), const</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( c=[40 \ 40 \ 40 \ 40 \ 40 \ 52.24 \ 40 \ 47.53 \ 40 \ 46.33] )</td>
<td>( c=[40 \ 80 \ 120 \ 160 \ 200 \ 252.24 \ 292.24 \ 340.77 \ 380.77 \ 427.1] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time=[40 80 120 160 200 252.24 292.24 340.77 380.77 427.1]</td>
<td>time=[40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320 360 400]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{total}=[474 \ 433 \ 393 \ 357 \ 324 \ 283 \ 251 \ 219 \ 201 \ 179] )</td>
<td>( X_{total}=[474 \ 433 \ 393 \ 357 \ 324 \ 283 \ 251 \ 219 \ 201 \ 179] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_{wait}=[123 \ 126 \ 129 \ 127 \ 125 \ 119 \ 116 \ 110 \ 106 \ 100] )</td>
<td>( w_{wait}=[123 \ 126 \ 129 \ 127 \ 125 \ 119 \ 116 \ 110 \ 106 \ 100] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single optimization, ( c=120 ), const</td>
<td>Single optimization, ( c=120 ), const</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>time=[120 240 360 480]</td>
<td>time=[120 240 360 480]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{total}=[394 \ 280 \ 205 \ 141] )</td>
<td>( X_{total}=[394 \ 280 \ 205 \ 141] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w_{wait}=[130 \ 128 \ 118 \ 104] )</td>
<td>( w_{wait}=[130 \ 128 \ 118 \ 104] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simulation was performed for a time period of 500 s. The bi-level optimization applies variable duration of the traffic light cycle. It is found as optimal solution of the bi-level problem. The single optimization problem applies constant values for the time cycle \( c = 40 \) s and \( c = 120 \) s. The graphical comparisons of the numerical results are given in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. The solutions of the bi-level problem are denoted by solid line on Figs 3 and 4. The single optimization with duration of the traffic light \( c = 40 \) s is denoted by (*) and the single optimization with duration of the traffic light \( c = 120 \) s is denoted by (+).
Fig. 3. Comparison – bi-level (−) and single optimization with $c = 40$ s (*) and $c = 120$ s (+)

Fig. 4. Comparison bi-level (−) and single optimization $c = 40$ s (*) and $c = 120$ s (+)

Fig. 3 presents the values of total waiting vehicles $x_{\text{total}}$ for a period of 500 s of simulation. The results are pretty the same for the three optimization problems. The graphics on Fig. 3 behave itself very close to each other.

On Fig. 4 the results are given for the waiting times for the priority directions. Following Fig. 4 it is seen that after a period of 150 s the bi-level control policy has advantages and provides less waiting time in comparison with the single optimization problems.
6. Conclusions

This paper presents a formal bi-level optimization model for real time evaluation of the traffic lights duration and the traffic cycle. The bi-level approach gives advantages for the control policy and the management of the traffic flows in comparison with the classical optimization approaches. Hence, the new, more complicated formalism added value for practical problems related with traffic flows management. The results of the bi-level control have been compared with the cases of single optimization of the vehicles queues. The simulation results prove that the bi-level approach gives benefits satisfying additional goal, which improves the transport behavior. The bi-level optimization gives benefits and improves the optimization functionalities which take place in the Intelligent Transportation Systems. It performs integration of control influences which benefit the implementation of ITS control.
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